
Our national team of ICT professionals and subject matter experts includes Solution 
Architects, System Administrators, Technologists, Developers, Business Analysts, 
Project Managers and Engineers. They can be engaged to implement, manage and 
support your technology requirements on a wide range of projects.

Do you need help with the following?
• Data

• Digital transformation

• Security

• Infrastructure

• Project solutions

• Business transformation.
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And that’s where we can 
help. With our Augmentation 
Services, you gain access  
to highly-skilled technology 
and business specialists  
to augment your organization’s 
existing capabilities – for  
as long or short a time as  
you need.
We help power your organization’s ICT 
by rapidly deploying assessed and 
supported business and technology 
experts in your workplace.

From specialists in data to those in 
digital, security, infrastructure, project 
solutions or business transformation, 
you can be confident in the skills of 
our people. All our team members are 
selected for the depth of their knowledge 
and experience in their particular field, 
as well as their professionalism and 
ability to integrate into your workplace 
environment. To ensure the best match, 
we encourage all our clients to be 
involved in selecting their Workforce 
Solutions consultants.

We understand that technology can sometimes move faster than the 
skills of your existing workforce. Headcount issues, the need to scale 
quickly to meet the changing landscape of a digital world and cyclical 
workloads can all add to the challenge.

The smart way to augment the capabilities 
of your team

Australia | Support Services | Workforce Solutions

Our Workforce Solution division specializes 
in workforce-as-a-solution services, allowing 
clients the flexibility to augment their team 
with a specialized workforce. 
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Get in touch
To find out more about our Augmentation Services, speak to 
your client manager or visit our website.

About Workforce Solutions, formerly Viiew, and NTT Ltd.
Workforce Solutions is a division in the Australia region of NTT Ltd. and includes the former Viiew as part of its broader 
expertise and capabilities. The Workforce Solution division specializes in workforce-as-a-solution services, allowing clients 
the flexibility to augment or strengthen their team with a specialized workforce who offer deep experience and expertise 
in digital, data, security, infrastructure, project solutions and business transformation. Our highly-experienced and skilled 
teams are supported by extensive training and enablement, ongoing technical assessments and our global network as part 
of NTT Ltd. All team members of Workforce Solutions are selected for the depth of their knowledge and experience in their 
particular field, as well as their professionalism and ability to integrate into our client’s workplace environment. To ensure 
the best match, we encourage clients to be involved in selecting their Workforce Solutions consultants.

NTT Ltd. is a leading, global technology services provider. We work with organizations around the world to achieve 
business outcomes through intelligent technology solutions. For us, intelligent means data driven, connected, digital and 
secure. Our global assets and integrated ICT stack capabilities provide unique offerings in cloud-enabling networking, 
hybrid cloud, data centers, digital transformation, client experience, workplace and cybersecurity. As a global ICT provider, 
we employ more than 40,000 people in a diverse and dynamic workplace that spans 57 countries, trading in 73 countries 
and delivering services in over 200 countries and regions. Together we enable the connected future. 

Harness the power of our Augmentation Services
With Augmentation Services, you remain in control. You can increase or decrease your headcount as your circumstances 
require, so you only pay for what you need, when you need it.

When we deploy our highly trained experts through our Augmentation Services, they are integrated into your team and under 
your management, while receiving full support from our wider team. You retain control over decision-making, IP and the 
outcomes you seek.

https://services.global.ntt/en-us/

